X Pan American and Iberic Congress of Intensive and Critical Care Medicine, June 15-18th, Madrid

SEMICYUC, the Spanish Society of Intensive Care Medicine, and member of the WFSICCM, is finishing its last preparations for one of the most important scientific events of the year referring to the Intensive Care Medicine. The X Pan American and Iberic Congress of Intensive and Critical Care Medicine, which will take place in Madrid next June, 15-18th, will reach nearly 2,000 scientific communications and professionals from different sectors and knowledge areas.

The congress is being organized mainly by SEMICYUC, with the great support of FEPIMCTI (Pan American and Iberic Federation of Critical Care), SEEIUC (Spanish Society of Critical Nursery Care), SECIP (Spanish Society of Pediatric Critical Care) and the Official Physiotherapist Madrid Association.

According to the Dr. Lluís Blanch words, President of SEMICYUC and also a member of the WFSICCM council, this event will be “an extraordinary meeting for sharing knowledge, discussing the main hot topics about critical care from different perspectives and it is even a good opportunity and place for reinforcing scientific collaboration, having interesting feedbacks and making good alliances and friendship relationships among us”.

SEMICYUC, on behalf the others scientific societies involved, is proud to invite all our colleagues to this important meeting.

Further information in the following sites/emails:

- [http://www.semicyuc.org](http://www.semicyuc.org)
- [prensa@semicyuc.org](mailto:prensa@semicyuc.org)